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Abstract—A modified fruit fly optimization algorithm (MFOA)
combined with a probabilistic approach are proposed in this
paper to coordinate and optimize the parameters of power system
stabilizers (PSSs) and static VAR compensator (SVC) damping
controller for improving the probabilistic small-signal stability
of power systems with large-scale wind generation, taking into
consideration the stochastic uncertainty of system operating con-
ditions. It is generally accepted that there is a threat to the stability
of power system with penetration of wind farm. In addition, the
stochastic fluctuations of wind generation make PSSs tuning more
difficult. In this paper, PSSs and SVC damping controller are
employed for suppressing local and inter-area low frequency oscil-
lation. In order to eliminate the adverse effect between PSSs and
SVC damping controller, the MFOA based on the probabilistic
eigenvalue is applied to coordinate and optimize their parameters.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach is verified on two test
systems.

Index Terms—Modified fruit fly optimization algorithm
(MFOA), power system stabilizer (PSS), probabilistic small-signal
stability, static VAR compensator (SVC).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years, the installation of renewable wind energy
has expanded rapidly. Many large-scale wind farms are

integrated to power grids through 110-kV or 220-kV trans-
mission lines, which bring great and direct influence on the
stability of main power networks. Impacts of large-scale wind
power penetration on the power system stability have received
much attention [1]–[3]. The random fluctuations of wind power
output increase the uncertainty of system power balance [4],
which will result in adverse effects on the system dynamic
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stability, especially the small-signal stability. It is important
to analyze the power system small-signal stability with proba-
bilistic methods [1], [5] and consider the effects of uncertainty
of wind farm output and stochastic changes of loads. Refer-
ences [1], [6], and [7] represent some investigations along that
line. Their work verifies the effectiveness of the probabilistic
approach and illustrates that the integration of large-scale wind
farms could cause the power system probabilistic small-signal
instability that could be difficult to overcome. However, [1],
[6], and [7] do not propose effective measures to improve the
probabilistic small-signal stability, especially for damping the
inter-area mode with wind power variations.
Application of power system stabilizers (PSSs) is normally

a first measure to enhance the system small-signal stability.
Large-scale wind farm integration can induce a higher proba-
bility of system instability when compared to one without wind
generation [6], [7]. Uncertain fluctuations of wind generator
output also make PSSs tuning more difficult [8]. In some cases,
when the use of PSSs cannot provide sufficient damping for
inter-area power swing (0.1–0.7Hz), SVC damping controller
is an alternative effective solution. The primary application
of SVC in a power system with integration of wind farm is
to maintain the busbar voltage and provide reactive power
support [9], [10]. With a damping controller installed, SVC can
provide extra damping [11], [12]. SVC and PSSs are all fast
acting power controller devices. There is a potential possibility
that these devices may interact adversely with each other and
may not produce the expected performance. To improve their
overall combined performance, it is necessary to coordinate
and optimize the PSSs and SVC damping controller param-
eters. A few researches are made along that line [13]–[15].
However, [13] and [14] are based on linearized power system
around certain specified operating points (i.e., deterministic).
With a linearized model, controller settings which are able to
stabilize the system around certain specified operating points
may not perform satisfactorily at other points. In [15], the
probabilistic eigenvalue sensitivity analyses are carried out
for the design of PSSs and SVC damping controller for power
system small-signal stability enhancement, without considering
the stochastic fluctuations of wind power output.
In the design of controller parameters, one single parameter

usually influences more than one oscillation mode. The genetic
algorithms (GAs) [16], [17] and the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [18] have been widely used as optimization tools. How-
ever, the GA requires long computational time and also suffers
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from premature convergence. The PSO may easily fall into and
then be trapped at a local optimal point. The fruit fly optimiza-
tion algorithm (FOA) [19], [20] has a high searching precision.
It is simple and it has only a few parameters to be set but they
can be easily adjusted. It also enjoys a high global search ca-
pacity. However, the FOA is not suitable for solving problems
whose independent variables can have negative values. Thus a
modified fruit fly optimization algorithm (MFOA) is proposed
to avoid the limitation that variables of the fitness function are
restricted to be in the zone of .
In this paper, a probabilistic method based on numerical anal-

ysis is proposed to analyze statistical attributes of the small-
signal stability of the power system with grid-connected wind
power source. The analysis takes into consideration multi-op-
erating conditions including the stochastic variations of wind
farm output, the random fluctuations of synchronous generator
output, loads and nodal voltages variations. Plug-in modeling
technology (PMT) [21] is adopted to construct the state ma-
trix of the whole system. The SVC supplemented with damping
controller and PSSs on synchronous generators are applied to
increase the probability of stability. For coordinating and op-
timizing parameters of PSSs and SVC damping controller, the
MFOA [22]–[24] is developed and applied.
The main structure of this paper is as follows. Section I in-

troduces the research motivation and objective of this paper.
In Section II, the models of PSS and SVC with damping con-
troller are presented. The probabilistic eigenvalue expression
and probability distribution of eigenvalues are discussed in
Section III. The proposed optimization algorithm combined
with probabilistic method to solve the coordination problem
among PSSs and SVC damping controller by MFOA are
formulated in Section IV. The negative average value of the
extended expectation of the damping constant of all oscillation
modes is taken as the objective function subjected to multiple
constraints. To validate the efficiency and feasibility of the
proposed method, two case studies are presented. The first
one is based on a five-machine two-area power system with
a grid-connected wind farm to illustrate the design principle
of the proposed approach, presented in Section V. The second
one is a larger and more complex power system with eight
machines, three areas and with a grid-connected wind farm to
give a more strenuous test to the proposed approach, illustrated
in Section VI. Some conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. PSS AND SVC DAMPING CONTROLLER
The MFOA combined with the probabilistic method pro-

posed in this paper is used to devise damping techniques for
PSSs and SVC damping controller to improve the probabilistic
small-signal stability of the power system with wind farm
integration. This section gives the meaning of parameters of
the PSS and SVC damping controller, respectively.

A. PSS
The basic function of a PSS is to extend stability limits by

modulating generator excitation to provide the damping to the
oscillations. The linearized module of PSS is shown in Fig. 1,
where is the PSS gain, represents the differential op-
erator, and are the wash-out and the lead/lag time

Fig. 1. Module of the PSS.

Fig. 2. Control model of the SVC.

constants, respectively. The signal washout block serves as a
high-pass filter. The gain determines the damping intro-
duced by the PSS and the lead/lag block is used to achieve the
desired phase compensation [25].

B. Module of SVC With Damping Controller
The primary application of SVC is to maintain the busbar

voltage at a predefined value. An SVC equipped with a voltage
regulator may provide synchronizing torque but negligible
damping torque [26]. A damping controller is necessary when
extra damping is needed.
A typical SVC configuration consists of a thyristor controlled

inductor and a fixed capacitor and is normally connected to a
busbar through a step-down transformer as shown in [15] and
[27]. An SVC thyristor controller block is shown in Fig. 2 where

and are the magnitudes of voltage and current
at the SVC terminal and is the controller output. In addi-
tion, a damping controller is shown in Fig. 2, where is
the SVC damping controller gain, is the wash-out time con-
stant, and are the lead/lag time constants.

III. PROBABILISTIC EIGENVALUE AND ITS DISTRIBUTION

One of the contributions of this paper is to consider a wide
range of power system operating conditions and this informa-
tion is incorporated by modeling loads, output of wind farm and
synchronous generators as nodal injections whose expectations
and variances are known. All nodal voltages, nodal injections,
and eigenvalues are now regarded as random variables. The ob-
jective of this section is to determine the expectation and prob-
abilistic distribution of the system eigenvalues.

A. Probabilistic Eigenvalue Expression
A particular eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix of the

linearized system's dynamic equations or state matrix [28]
can be analytically expressed as the nonlinear function of nodal
voltages vector

(1)

where nodal voltages are defined in rectangular coordinates
and the voltage vector contains components as

in a power system of nodes.
The expectation of eigenvalue is expressed as in (2):
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(2)

where the expectation operator is expressed as .
The direct use of the function in (2) is complicated, an alter-

native method is used to calculate the expectation of .
Equation (1) can be expanded in Taylor series at the vicinity

of the expected value of voltage, and the approximation with the
second-order and higher order terms neglected is

(3)

where

(4)

where is the real part or imaginary part of node- voltage,
numerical value of each element in (4) is derived using (5) [29]:

(5)

where and denote the right and left eigenvector corre-
sponding to , respectively. The derivative of the state matrix
for the voltage vector can be obtained using the PMT [28].

Each numerical value calculated according to (5) is inserted into
(3) to compute the expression of , i.e., the expectation of
.

B. Probabilistic Distribution of Eigenvalue
Considering the stochastic wind power output and load, the

system eigenvalues can have an arbitrary distribution and can
be obtained through the probability theory analysis of a hybrid
algorithm using central moments and cumulants combined with
the Gram-Charlier series [30]. The higher the order of cumulant
in a Gram-Charlier series, the weaker will be its effect on the
entire distribution. To reduce the amount of computation, only
the first five order cumulants are used with adequate computing
accuracy [31]. The probability density function (PDF) and cu-
mulative distribution function of can be expressed in (6) and
(7), respectively [8]:

(6)

(7)

where is PDF of the eigenvalue , is PDF for the
standard normal distribution, ( , 4, 5) is a -order
cumulant [32], is the standard deviation of the eigenvalue,
is the standardized determined by

(8)

(9)

IV. COORDINATION AND OPTIMIZATION AMONG PSSS
AND SVC CONTROLLER BASED ON MFOA

The coordination problem is concocted into an optimization
problem of an eigenvalue-based objective function. The expec-
tation of an eigenvalue is

(10)

where is the expectation of the damping constant .
For optimization purposes, the extended expectation of the

damping constant is introduced, and it can be represented as a
function of parameters of PSSs and SVC damping controllers:

(11)

where represents the extended expectation of the damping
constant, and represent the total number of PSSs and
SVC damping controllers, respectively, the meaning of the
parameters , , , and are explained in
Section II-A and B, respectively.
Then the objective function of the optimization problem is

represented as

(12)

subject to

(13a)
(13b)
(13c)
(13d)
(13e)
(13f)

where is the total number of oscillation modes, [28] is
the expectation of damping ratio of . For the washout stage
and viewing from the angle of the washout function, the precise
value of the associated time constant is not critical. The main
consideration is that the value should be sufficiently small so
that it has insignificant effects on the stabilizing signals at the
frequencies of interest. For this reason, is considered to be
a known parameter and for PSSs and SVC damping
controllers.
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TheMFOA [23], [24] is used for coordinating and optimizing
parameters of PSSs and SVC damping controller. It can avoid
the problems of limitation that variables of the fitness function
are in the zone of in FOA [19], [20]. It is much sim-
pler and more robust when compared with other optimization
methods, e.g., GA, PSO and ant colony optimization algorithm.
Its steps are as follows:
Step 1) Fruit fly swarm location range is initialized randomly

within [0, 100]:

(14a)
(14b)
(14c)

where is the random numbers between 0 and
1.

Step 2) Set the random direction and distance for the search
of food using osphresis by an individual fruit fly, the
random fly direction and distance zone of iterative
fruit fly food searching is [ , 5.5]:

(15a)
(15b)
(15c)

Step 3) Since the food location is not known, the distance
to the origin is an estimate ( ), then the smell
concentration judgment value ( ) is calculated:

(16)

(17)

where

(18)

Step 4) Substitute in (17) into smell concentration judg-
ment function (or called fitness function), so as to
find the smell concentration ( ) of the indi-
vidual location of the fruit fly:

(19)

where is the objective function, is the
independent variable of the objective function, i.e.,
the th tuned parameter of PSSs and SVC damping
controllers.

Step 5) Determine the fruit fly with the maximal smell con-
centration (finding the maximal value) among the
fruit fly swarm:

(20)

Step 6) Keep the best smell concentration value and ,
coordinate, and from this moment onwards, the fruit
fly swarmwill use vision to fly towards that location:

(21)
(22a)

Fig. 3. Two-area system with wind farm integration.

(22b)
(22c)

Step 7) Enter iterative optimization to repeat the implemen-
tation of steps 2–5, then evaluate whether the smell
concentration is superior to the previous iterative
smell concentration, if so, implement the step 6.

According to the above iterative steps, parameters which need
to set are the fruit fly population size, the initial location, the
random fly direction and distance zone of iterative fruit fly food
searching, and the iterative number.

V. CASE STUDY I: FIVE-MACHINE TWO-AREA SYSTEM
To illustrate the principle of the proposed probabilistic

eigenvalue analysis method and the coordination and optimiza-
tion approach, a case study is undertaken on a five-machine
two-area system. Simulation results of the performance of
the test system are compared under four different scenarios
including: in Section V-B the test system with PSSs only; in
Section V-C the test system with SVC only; in Section V-D the
test system with uncoordinated PSSs and SVC damping con-
troller; and in Section V-E the test system with coordinated
PSSs and SVC damping controller.

A. Test System
The five-machine two-area system in Fig. 3 is modified from

a typical two-area system of [33], which is widely used for
studies of power system small-signal stability. This system
demonstrates both local and inter-area oscillation modes. The
network and synchronous generator data can be obtained in
[33]. All synchronous generators are represented using 6-order
models and are extended to include exciter and PSS models.
G1 and G2 are equipped with fast exciters and G3 and G4 with
slow exciters. G5 represents a wind farm with a capacity of
120 MW or 80 DFIGs with 1.5 MW each. Details of the test
system and DFIG model and parameters are listed in [8] and
[34]–[36]. In this study, the cumulative load duration curves
shown in Fig. 4, the nodal power of synchronous generators
and the wind farm output shown in Fig. 5, and the balancing
machine (G3) voltage and the wind farm voltage shown in
Fig. 6 are employed.

B. Probabilistic Eigenvalue and Participation Factor Analysis
With PSSs Only
The proposed probabilistic method in Section III is applied to

the test system. Firstly, the accuracy of the probabilistic eigen-
value calculation is evaluated. Results of a selectedmode (Mode
1) obtained by the proposed approach are compared with that
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Fig. 4. Cumulative probability of the active power of load 1 and load 2.

Fig. 5. Cumulative probability of the active power of synchronous generators
and wind farm.

Fig. 6. Cumulative probability of the voltage of wind farm and G3.

computed by Monte Carlo simulations (4800 times), as shown
in Fig. 7. The comparison indicates that the proposed proba-
bilistic method in handling the stochastic uncertainty of system
operating conditions can achieve sufficient accuracy to approx-
imate the probabilistic density curve that is supported by the
result of the Monte Carlo simulations.
For the system with wind farm connected, by analyzing the

participation factor and mode shapes, as shown in Table I and

Fig. 7. Real part PDF of Mode 1 obtained by the Monte Carlo method and the
probabilistic method.

Fig. 8. Mode shapes of rotor angle modes.

Fig. 8, Mode 1 and Mode 3 belong to local oscillation, Mode
4 is inter-area oscillation. Although the frequency of Mode 2 is
within the range of inter-area oscillation (0.2~0.7 Hz), Mode 2
is caused mainly by the wind farm G5.
With PSSs installed in four synchronous generators and their

initial parameters (Table II), the probabilistic eigenvalues are
obtained. The PSSs' gains are determined by using the prob-
abilistic sensitivity index (PSI) corresponding to the residue
index [29] and the initial time settings are estimated according
to the phase shift of the excitation in the system. Table III gives
information about the probabilistic distribution of these four
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TABLE I
PARTICIPATION FACTOR OF CONCERNED MODES

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF PSSS IN SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS

TABLE III
PROBABILITY OF OSCILLATION MODES WITH PSSS ONLY

modes. It shows that the stability problem is likely to occur be-
cause these four modes have low probability to remain in the
left half-plane, and are poorly damped.
The MFOA, described in Section IV, is implemented. The

number of swarm used in the MFOA is set to 12; the number
of fruit flies in each swarm is set to 20; the target value is 180,
and the number of iteration is set to 100. Then the parameters of
PSSs can be tuned, so does the root mean square error (RMSE)
between the network output value and the target value is re-
duced.
After 100 times of iterative evolution, convergence is ob-

tained in the 39th generation, and the corresponding RMSE is
0.0529. The values of optimized parameters of PSSs are shown
in Table II.
The corresponding stability probability statistics of critical

oscillation modes have increased significantly, as shown in
Table III. From the table, it is clear that the optimized PSSs
improve the damping performance of Mode 1, 2, and 3. The
stability probability of the inter-area Mode 4 is the lowest,

TABLE IV
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH SVC CONTROLLER ONLY

with a probability of 79.37% to remain in the left
half-plane. The expectation of its damping ratio is 0.0811 and
the probability of it more than 0.1 is 24.29%. These make the
PSSs tuning difficult, and the use of SVC damping controller
is considered.

C. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With SVC
Damping Controller Only

To improve the inter-area mode, one SVC is installed. Gener-
ally, the tie-line electrical midpoint is the lowest point of system
voltage [37], and the placing of the SVC near or in the tie-line
is beneficial to improve the voltage. Therefore, the SVC with
a damping controller is installed at Bus 4, which not only can
contribute voltage stability but it can also improve small-signal
stability.
The Current amplitude in the transmission line between Bus

3 and Bus 4 is employed as the input signal [38], [39] to
the damping controller. Values of parameters used in the gen-
eral control loop of the SVC are set as , ,

, , , , ,
, , , ,

, and . The Initial gain of the
SVC damping controller is chosen as which
is determined by the PSI corresponding to the residue index
[15], and the initial time settings are chosen as ,

, , and according to the
phase-compensation method [12]. The statistical results of crit-
ical oscillation modes are shown in Table IV. Then the MFOA
is implemented to optimize the parameters of the SVC damping
controller. The number of swarm used in the MFOA is 5.
After 100 times of iterative evolution, convergence is ob-

tained in the 26th generation, and the corresponding RMSE is
0.0587. The optimized parameters of the SVC damping con-
troller are listed in the following:

(23a)
(23b)

The corresponding stability probability statistics of critical
oscillation modes are presented in Table IV. It is obvious that
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TABLE V
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH UNCOORDINATED

PSSS AND SVC CONTROLLER

the optimized SVC damping controller effectively improves the
inter-area mode (Mode 4).

D. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With
Uncoordinated PSSs and SVC Damping Controller

To improve the local modes and inter-area mode, four PSSs
and one SVC are installed to improve the probabilistic stability
of the test system. The parameters of PSSs are the same as
the optimized parameters in Table II of Section V-B. The
parameters of the SVC controller are the same as the optimized
parameters in (23) in Section V-C. But the parameters of PSSs
and the SVC damping controller are not yet coordinated. The
corresponding statistical results of critical oscillation modes
are shown in Table V. Comparing Table V with Table IV,
the damping ratio expectation of the inter-area mode (Mode
4) decreases to 0.0537 from 0.2568, the stability probability
decreases to 72.89% from 87.32%. Furthermore, there is a new
oscillation mode (Mode 5), and the expectation of its damping
ratio is . All these non-ideal oscillation modes above
are caused by the uncoordinated design of PSSs and SVC
damping controller.

E. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Improvement With
Coordinated PSSs and SVC Damping Controller

From the analysis of the three aforementioned scenarios,
coordination among PSSs and SVC damping controller is
desirable to improve the overall system damping. Therefore,
the MFOA is implemented. The number of swarm used is 17.
Fig. 9 gives the convergent characteristics of the MFOA.

It can be seen from the curve that convergent is obtained in
the 43rd generation, and the corresponding RMSE is 0.0506.
The final values of optimized parameters of PSSs are shown in
Table VI and the parameters of the SVC damping controller are
listed in the following:

(24a)
(24b)

Using the coordinated PSSs and SVC damping controller,
Mode 5 has managed to achieve adequate stability. The cor-
responding stability probability statistics of critical oscillation
modes have increased significantly, as shown in Table VII. A
comparison of detailed results is shown in Table VIII. It can be

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF THE PSSS AFTER COORDINATION

WITH SVC DAMPING CONTROLLER

Fig. 9. Iterative RMSE trend of the model search of optimization parameters.

TABLE VII
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH COORDINATED

PSSS AND SVC DAMPING CONTROLLER

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF DETAILED RESULTS ( )

observed that the expectation of damping ratio and the proba-
bility of all oscillationmodes have improved greatly. The proba-
bilistic stability of Mode 4 of inter-area oscillation reaches 97%
and its expectation of damping ratio is increased to 0.37 and the
probability of it greater than 0.1 reaches 96%.
The PDF of the real parts of the inter-area oscillation Mode 4

under the four scenarios are shown in Fig. 10. All the eigen-
values plotted in the complex plane under the different sce-
narios are shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 10, it is observed that
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Fig. 10. Real part PDF of the Mode 4.

Fig. 11. Scatter diagram of concerned eigenvalues comparison of the five-ma-
chine two-area system.

the PDF curve of Mode 4 moves toward the left of the imagi-
nary axis with the addition of SVC and it moves even further
after the PSSs and the SVC damping controller are coordinated.
The negative probability density value is caused because only
the first five order cumulants [31] are used to simplify the cal-
culation but ignoring higher order cumulants. This explains the
appearance of truncation error. From Fig. 11, it is observed that
the probabilistic eigenvalues with coordinated PSSs and SVC
damping controller move further away from the imaginary axis
to the left than the other three scenarios. As a result, the overall
probabilistic small-signal stability is much improved with coor-
dinated PSSs and SVC damping controller for the system with
a wind farm connected.

VI. CASE STUDY II: EIGHT-MACHINE THREE-AREA SYSTEM

To investigate the applicability and scalability of the pro-
posed method in coordinating damping controllers, a case study
is undertaken and is based on the eight-machine three-area
system shown in Fig. 12. The three areas are devised for clarity:
G1 is the equivalent representation of Area 1; G2 – G3 belong
to Area 2 and G4 – G8 belong to Area 3. The system is modified
from the 36-bus test system in the “Power system analysis
software package (PSASP)” [28], [29]. One of the branches

Fig. 12. Three-area system with wind farm integration.

between Bus 4 and Bus 11 is removed. The generator G2 is
substituted by a wind farm G8 with a capacity of 150 MW or
100 DFIGs with 1.5 MW each. Details of network parameters,
nodal powers and control system parameters can be referred
to [28], and the modeling of the generator excitation system
is provided in [29]. Normal operation values of nodal powers
and PV bus voltages are regarded as their expectations. All
nodal powers and PV bus voltages are assigned by cumulative
probability curves obtained from standardized daily operating
curves [40].

A. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With PSSs
Only

To improve the probabilistic small-signal stability of the test
system, each synchronous generator is equipped with a PSS.
The Initial gains determined by the PSI corresponding to the
residue index [29] and the initial time settings estimated ac-
cording to the phase shift of the excitation in the system, are
shown in Table IX. The statistical results of critical oscillation
modes are shown in Table X. According to participation factor
analysis, Mode 1, 3, 4, and 5 are local oscillation modes; Mode
2 is caused mainly by the wind farm G8; and Mode 6 and 7 are
inter-area oscillation modes. Then the MFOA is implemented
to optimize the parameters of PSSs. The number of swarm used
is 21.
After 100 times of iterative evolution, convergence is ob-

tained in the 55th generation, and the corresponding RMSE
is 0.0596. The optimized parameters of PSSs are shown in
Table IX.
The corresponding stability probability statistics of critical

oscillation modes are presented in Table X. It is clear from the
table that the optimized PSSs improve the local modes.

B. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With SVC
Damping Controllers Only

The shape of each inter-area oscillation mode is investigated
by computing the participation factors of different rotor speeds
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TABLE IX
PARAMETERS OF THE PSSS

TABLE X
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH PSSS ONLY

to each mode. From Fig. 13, Mode 6 is among Areas 1, 2, and
3, and Mode 7 is between Areas 2 and 3.
To facilitate power transmission, two SVCs are installed on

the three-area system. From the participation factors, it can be
seen that Mode 6 is more correlated with Areas 1 and 3. There-
fore, each SVC is allocated for the coverage of one of the two
modes. To this end, one of the SVC is installed on Bus 6 (the
transmission corridor between Areas 1 and 3). The current am-
plitude in the transmission line between Bus 6 and Bus 7
is employed as the input signal [38], [39] of the damping con-
troller. The other SVC is installed on Bus 10 (the transmission
corridor between Areas 2 and 3). The current amplitude in the
transmission line between Bus 10 and Bus 8 is employed
as the input signal [38], [39] of the damping controller.
Initial parameters of the SVC damping controller are chosen

as shown in (25a) to (25d) whose gains are determined by the

Fig. 13. Generator participation factors of dominant inter-area modes.

PSI corresponding to the residue index [15], and time settings
are determined by the phase-compensation method [12]. The
statistical results of critical oscillation modes are shown in
Table XI. Then the MFOA is implemented to optimize the
parameters of the SVC damping controllers. The number of
swarm used is 10:

(25a)

(25b)
(25c)

(25d)

After 100 times of iterative evolution, convergence is ob-
tained in the 32nd generation, and the corresponding RMSE is
0.0541. The optimized parameters of the SVC damping con-
trollers are listed in the following:

(26a)

(26b)
(26c)

(26d)

The corresponding stability probability statistics of critical
oscillation modes are presented in Table XI. It is clear that the
optimized SVC damping controllers improve the inter-area
modes (Mode 6 and 7).
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TABLE XI
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH SVC DAMPING CONTROLLERS ONLY

TABLE XII
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH UNCOORDINATED

PSSS AND SVC CONTROLLERS

C. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With
Uncoordinated PSSs and SVC Damping Controllers

PSSs and SVCs are installed to improve the probabilistic sta-
bility of the test system. PSSs parameters are the same as those
in Table IX of Section VI-A. SVCs parameters are the same as
the optimized parameters in (26) of Section VI-B.
The statistical results of critical oscillation modes are shown

in Table XII. Comparing Table XII with Table XI, the damping
ratio expectation of the inter-area modes (Mode 6 and 7)
decreases dramatically. Furthermore, there is a new oscillation
mode (Mode 8), and the expectation of its damping ratio is

. All these non-ideal oscillation modes above are

TABLE XIII
PARAMETERS OF THE PSSS AFTER COORDINATION

Fig. 14. Iterative RMSE trend of the model search of optimization parameters.

TABLE XIV
CRITICAL OSCILLATION MODES WITH COORDINATED

PSSS AND SVC CONTROLLERS

Fig. 15. Scatter diagram of concerned eigenvalues comparison of the eight-
machine three-area system.

caused by the uncoordinated design of PSSs and SVC damping
controllers.
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D. Probabilistic Small-Signal Stability Analysis With
Coordinated PSSs and SVC Damping Controllers
In order to coordinate the PSSs and SVC damping controllers,

the MFOA is implemented. The number of swarm used is 31.
Fig. 14 gives the convergent characteristics of the MFOA.

It can be seen from the curve that convergent is obtained in
the 62nd generation, and the corresponding RMSE is 0.0503.
The final values of optimized parameters of PSSs are shown in
Table XIII and the parameters of SVC damping controllers are
listed respectively in the following:

(27a)

(27b)
(27c)

(27d)

The corresponding stability probability statistics of critical
oscillation modes are presented in Table XIV. It is clear that
the optimized PSSs and SVC damping controllers effectively
improve the overall probabilistic small-signal stability of the
power system with a wind farm connected.
The eigenvalues under the four scenarios are presented in

Fig. 15. It is observed that the overall probabilistic small-signal
stability is much improved with the coordinated PSSs and SVC
damping controllers for the system with wind farm integration.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The combined use of MFOA and probabilistic theory to

search for the best combination of PSSs and SVC damping
controller parameters has been presented in the paper. The
aim is to improve the probabilistic small-signal stability of the
power system with synchronous machines and DFIG-based
wind power generation. A wide range of operating conditions
have been considered including the random fluctuations of
the wind farm output and the synchronous generators output,
stochastic characteristics of loads and nodal voltages. The sim-
ulation results based on the two test systems have demonstrated
that the stochastic output of the wind farm deteriorates the
probabilistic small-signal stability of power systems. When a
wind farm is integrated into a power system, the distribution
of its system eigenvalues covers a wider range. This makes it
more difficult to improve the probabilistic small-signal stability
of the power system with PSSs only, especially to the inter-area
oscillation. The power system with uncoordinated PSSs and
SVC damping controller may produce negative interaction
with each other. Coordinated and optimized PSSs and SVC
damping controller based on the proposed method can improve
the whole probabilistic small-signal stability of power systems
with wind farm integration.
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